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Abstract: In this article we examine the allomorphic variation found in Pennsylvania Dutch plurality. In spite of over 250 years of variable contact with English, Pennsylvania Dutch plural allomorphy has remained largely distinct from English, except for a number of loan words and borrowings from English. Adopting a One Feature-One Head (OF-OH) Architecture that interprets licit syntactic objects as spans, we argue that plurality is distributed across different √root-types, resulting in stored lexical-trees (L-spans) in the bilingual mental lexicon. We expand the traditional feature inventory to be ‘mixed,’ consisting of both semantically-grounded features as well as ‘pure’ morphological features. A key claim of our analysis is that the s-exponent in Pennsylvania Dutch shares a syntactic representation for native and English-origin √root-types, although it is distinct from a ‘monolingual’ English representation. Finally, we highlight how our treatment of plurality in Pennsylvania Dutch, and allomorphic variation more generally, makes predictions about the nature of bilingual morphosyntactic representations.
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1. Introduction

Processes and phenomena related to word formation—which we take here to be connected with morphology—in contact environments have traditionally been, and continue to be, a topic that garners significant research. In this paper we examine the plural allomorphy of Pennsylvania Dutch (PD), a West Germanic language with strong Palatinate-dialect roots. Today, it is predominantly spoken by conservative Amish and Mennonite groups and has developed and flourished for nearly three centuries in the Eastern US and beyond (Louden 2016). In many respects PD is a remarkable success story of a minoritized language that has not only survived, but has also enjoyed continued growth and expansion. Speakers of PD are best classified as diglossic bilinguals (Grosjean 2008), who use each available language primarily within particular sociolinguistic contexts (for more on this, see Louden 2020). In this article we survey the morphosyntactic and morphophonological...
realizations of plurality in PD outlined in Fisher et al. (2022), paying close attention to its allomorphic distributions. A key question that we hope to address here is the extent to which syntactic structures associated with the s-exponents in PD are similar or different to their English counterparts, for either ‘native’ PD vocabulary, English loanwords, or both. The PD examples in (1) demonstrate the variety of ways that PD realizes plurality, including in the form of the exponent [s]. In the pages that follow we make the case that any potential differences in PD and English syntax associated with [s] are irrelevant, because the structures of the √roots are identical.

(1) a. Kissi → Kissi-s ‘pillow/pillows’
   b. Schnuppi → Schnuppi-s ‘hankie/hankies’
   c. Hammer → Hammer-s ‘hammer/hammers’
   d. Mick → Mick-e ‘fly/flies’
   e. Schtick → Schtick-er ‘piece/pieces’
   f. Haus → Heis-er ‘house/houses’
   g. Hand → Hend ‘hand/hands’
   h. Frein → Frein ‘friend/friends’

Our analysis contributes to and is grounded by a number of theoretical axioms and assumptions. Specifically, we adopt two well-known and well-supported views regarding the bilingual lexicon. The first of these is the hypothesis that the bilingual lexicon—in addition to most other grammatical properties—exists in a combined, integrated cognitive space, in which competition between grammatical elements from each language is inevitable (Aboh 2015; Goldrick et al. 2016; Kroll and Gollan 2014; Marian and Spivey 2003; Putnam et al. 2018). Secondly, in spite of this constant competition of forms and representations in the bilingual lexicon, the general consensus in the language contact literature points towards a strong dispreference for the borrowing of inflectional morphology from one language to another (Matras 2009, 2014; van Coetsem 1988; Winford 2005). Our proposal that s-plurals in PD are structurally identical to their English counterparts for PD speakers adds an interesting wrinkle to this debate of exactly which elements of traditional “inflectional morphology” hinder borrowability in sustained language contact and why this generalization holds true in the majority of cases.

In this article, we adopt the tenets of a late-insertion, realizational approach to morphology within a neo-constructivist model of morphosyntax. Neo-constructivism describes a family of approaches which adhere to a ‘syntax before lexicon’ model of grammar. The building blocks of syntax are thus features, not morphemes. Morphemes are ‘late-inserted’ to realize structure, once it has been assembled. Within neo-constructivism, approaches differ on issues like whether features can be ‘bundled’ in syntactic terminals (Distributed Morphology (DM) (Embick and Noyer 2001; Harley 2009; López 2020; Marantz 2013)) or not (Nanosyntax (NS) (Starke 2009)), whether (and to what extent) multiple operations are required to facilitate the matching and insertion of morphemes (see Caha (2018) for a comprehensive discussion of how DM and NS differ), and whether syntactic categories are axiomatic (DM) or epiphenomenal (Exo-skeletal Syntax (XS) (Borer 2005)). As a consequence of adopting a neo-constructivist approach, morphology is not afforded a unique modular status in our system. Moreover, and in line with a main tenet of NS, we assume a One Feature-One Head (OFOH)-architecture (Kayne 2005; Putnam 2020; Stroik and Putnam 2013), where each feature is a syntactic head, and feature bundling is not possible.

One challenge facing all neo-constructivist approaches, but particularly approaches adhering to an OFOH-architecture, concerns the nature of the features/functional heads (Adger and Svenonius 2011). In privative systems, features cannot take positive or negative values but are simply present or absent. Furthermore, features could be syn(tactico)-sem(antic) in nature, bearing some inherent semantic/C(conceptual)-l(ntentional) content, and thus are interpretable at LF. Alternatively, they could be purely abstract, thus not interpretable at LF. This issue is at the heart of how best to model allomorphic variation and
word formation processes. To date, neo-constructivist models have tended to favor feature systems that are either of the syn-sem/C-I kind or purely abstract. The choice, it seems, has been determined in large part by utility and the nature of the linguistic phenomenon under consideration. For example, accounts of structural case, where form is not connected to meaning in any obvious sense, have tended to adopt abstract feature systems (e.g., Caha 2009), whereas studies of spatial expressions and event types have tended to use C-I feature systems (e.g., Svenonius 2010; Ramchand 2019).

We understand allomorphy as the result of any linguistic environment in which the same set of semantic or morphosyntactic features is realized as (at least) two or more phonological representations (or exponents) (Paster 2014). Therefore, we exclude alternations that result from predictable outcomes of phonological operations. Likewise, we understand allomorphy as suppletive, involving multiple underlying forms of the same exponent (see Paster 2014 for discussion). Because of the many-to-one correspondence between form and meaning reflected in plural allomorphy, we propose that a system comprising both abstract and C-I features is needed to adequately capture these types of distributions. In a system that only relies on C-I features, the grammar generates only ‘meaningful’ syntactic representations. If morphemes are inserted to express these representations, the expectation is that (i) form will change to express meaning change, and (ii) there may be allosemy, where one form encompasses two or more different structures, each corresponding to a different meaning. It is more challenging, with a purely C-I-based feature system, to account for phenomena that are characterized by a form change without a corresponding meaning change, e.g., structural case morphology, doubling (Barbiers 2008), and indeed allomorphy. The prediction seems to be that ‘pure’ allomorphy, where some forms are not directly associated with C-I-based features, should not exist. This is obviously incorrect, given the various types of empirical evidence to the contrary, including that found in plurality in PD (recall (1)). Instead, accounting for distributions of allomorphs in systems in such a framework requires additional operations, like readjustment rules in DM, where the insertion of some vocabulary items is subject to additional morphosyntactic constraints at PF, and in some instances, deletion post-syntactically.

However, if allomorphy can ostensibly be reduced to the size of syntactic objects, i.e., trees (Caha 2017b, 2018; Starke 2014), we must entertain the notion that not all features are C-I-based. As mentioned above, we explore the possibility that the feature inventory is ‘mixed’, consisting of both C-I-based features and a limited number of abstract features, which we will label as F(eature). To the best of our knowledge, a principled theory of such a mixed inventory of C-I- and abstract F-features has not been extensively investigated within any OFOH-architecture. In the pages that follow we show how a distributive analysis of plurality can account for the allomorphic reflexives of plural marking in PD. In this context, distributive entails the decomposition of NUMBER (see Wiltschko (2008, 2021) for recent proposals) into structures containing both C-I- and F-features.

Another key element of our analysis concerns both the structure of √roots and their role in the bilingual mental lexicon. We argue for the existence of unique √roots encoded with syntactic structure. This proposal has two potential advantages: First, it alleviates the necessity of associating √roots with a particular language or origin and anchors this facet of √roots with more salient structure. Second, anchoring syntactic information to particular √root-types also enables a more straightforward linking between plural allomorphs and particular ‘classes’ of nouns. This simplifies post-syntactic operations and severely restricts the role of PF plays in determining plural exponency. In summary, our distributed treatment of plurality in PD seeks to provide adequate answers to two research questions:

- **RQ1**: Do the syntactic structures, i.e., spans, that we employ in our analysis explain allomorphy selection in language contact scenarios, particularly by constraining the borrowing of inflectional morphology?
- **RQ2**: How successful is our spanning-based approach in modeling allomorphy in morphological plural marking in Pennsylvania Dutch?
This paper adheres to the following structure: In Section 2 we provide an overview of the allomorphic variation present in PD plural marking. We turn our attention to theoretical underpinnings of a spanning approach to syntactic structure in Section 3. Here we also establish a view of formal features, building on language-specific oppositions (Hall 2020). We then advance a spanning-analysis of these alternations in the PD plural system in Section 4 that exploits a ‘mixed’ inventory of features. In Section 5, we elaborate on the predictions that a spanning approach to plural allomorphy makes for a bilingual grammar. This paper concludes in Section 6.

2. Plurality in Pennsylvania Dutch: Allomorphic alternations

We now turn to Pennsylvania Dutch, which represents the empirical focus of our analysis. Agreeing with Keiser (2012, p. 1), Pennsylvania Dutch (PD) is a language that has “outgrown its name”. Once a language spoken by only a few thousand in the rural counties of Southeastern Pennsylvania, this Germanic language has spread across North America and is now spoken in many states as well as in Ontario (Louden 2016). The language began forming approximately 250–280 years ago when German-speaking immigrants from Western Europe came to the British colonies in the “New World” seeking economic opportunities and, for some, religious freedom. Because these immigrants came from different parts of the German-speaking world, PD represents a melting pot of mostly Southern German dialects the most influential of which is thought to be Palatinate (Christmann 1950). However, the fact that PD formed in the “New World” also means that it has been in steady contact with English throughout its existence and, remarkably, nearly all speakers are both L1 PD speakers and highly proficient English/PD bilinguals.

Although many aspects of its grammar continue to reflect its Palatinate-based heritage (Buffington 1970; Christmann 1950), initially, the bulk of research on properties of this language has predominantly focused on the non-sectarian, i.e., individuals who are not members of traditional Anabaptist faith communities, variant of the language. The majority of PD speakers today, however, belong to conservative, separatist Anabaptist groups such as the Amish and Old Order Mennonites. In light of the growing number of these sectarian speakers and the moribund status of non-sectarian PD, linguists have shifted their attention to the former (Knodt 1986; Louden 1989; Louden and Page 2005; Meister Ferré 1994), including work that has begun to investigate linguistic variation based on geographical location and other sociolinguistic variables (Brown 2011, 2019; Keiser 2001, 2012; Louden 2016; Reed and Seifert 1954; Van Ness 1995). The data that we analyze in this paper likewise come from informants who speak sectarian PD.

There has been some more general descriptive work carried out on the morphology of PD, particularly on the gender of English loan words (Page 2011; Reed 1942), however, detailed work on plurals has been limited (see Reed (1948) for a brief treatment). Instructive grammars on PD (e.g., Brown and Madenford 2009; Frey 1985) describe it as having a fairly German-like system of plural formation (see Table 1). These forms draw from the morphemes, or exponents, {e}, {r}, {n}, and {s} (we motivate their phonological content below), along with umlaut and zero plurals. Umlaut refers to a vowel fronting in the stem and can be found in some cases in combination with the {r} exponent as well as without an overt suffix. Our treatment of plural allomorphy in this paper focuses primarily on these morphological reflexives of plural marking in PD. We do not focus on count vs. mass distinctions, other issues related to quantification (such as the structure of quantifiers and cardinals), nor do we explore the relationship between singularity and plurality in the detail it rightfully deserves. In Standard German (SG), prosodic structure plays an important role in the distribution of nominal plurals. In PD, on the other hand, prosody is less rigid for plural formation than in SG, although there are clear tendencies (see Fisher et al. 2022 for details). We turn to a discussion of the prosodic structure in Section 2.1, before elaborating on the particular exponents under investigation in Section 2.2.
Table 1. Pennsylvania Dutch plural forms.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>Katz</td>
<td>Katz-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{r}</td>
<td>Hemm</td>
<td>Hemm-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{n}</td>
<td>Leffli</td>
<td>Leffli-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{s}</td>
<td>Baller</td>
<td>Baller-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{∅}</td>
<td>Frein</td>
<td>Frein-∅</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umlaut</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Hend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umlaut-{r}</td>
<td>Haus</td>
<td>Heis-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> ‘cat-PL’  
> ‘shirt-PL’  
> ‘spoon-PL’  
> ‘ball-PL’  
> ‘friend-PL’  
> ‘hand-PL’  
> ‘house-PL’

2.1. Trochaic Structure in (Standard) German vs. Pennsylvania Dutch

Prosody has been shown to figure predominantly in shaping morphological and phonological properties of West Germanic varieties (Booij 1998; Smith 2020). In Dutch and Standard German (SG), for example, prosodic structure plays an important role in the distribution of nominal plurals, such that stem and suffix combinations regularly produce word-final trochees (Booij 1998; Salmons 2018; Schuhmann and Putnam 2021; Schuhmann and Smith 2022; Smith 2020; Wegener 1999; Wiese 2001, 2009). A syllabic trochee is defined as a foot composed of a stressed syllable (‘) followed by an unstressed syllable (‘σσ#’). As is typical in SG, the following nominal plural forms produce word-final, syllabic trochees although each noun uses a different plural allomorph exponent: ‘Frau-en ‘woman-PL’, ‘Stift-e ‘pen-PL’, and ‘Ge’sicht-er ‘face-PL’. The suffixes -en, -e, and -er combine with roots that end in a stressed syllable, which are primarily monosyllabic or disyllabic with an initial unstressed syllable. The -n and -∅ forms suffix to trochaic roots, such as ‘Tass.e-n ‘cup-PL’ and ‘Com.pter-∅ ‘computer-PL’, respectively, maintaining the trochee in the plural. Stem vowel alternation, i.e., umlaut, may also occur in combination with {e} and {r}.

Although it is not prudent to classify SG as a direct baseline language for PD (see Polinsky 2018, Section 1.2.2. for discussion), the common ancestry shared by PD and SG warrants an investigation into the degree to which PD shares prosodic tendencies in plural formation with SG. PD does exhibit some German-like traits in the formation of plurals, in particular with respect to employing a trochaic requirement to (some) plural forms (Fisher et al. 2022). We do not treat the morphosemantics and morphophonology of plurality and German separately here, however, when applicable, we make mention of these reflexes in our detailed treatment of PD plurality.

While SG shows a strong tendency for nominal plural forms to end in word-final trochees, not all continental dialects adhere as strictly as SG to this pattern. Wiese (2009) found that Northern Bavarian, for example, is less driven by prosody in plural formation than SG. Regardless of whether this is a pre- or post-contact feature in the U.S., the importance of trochees in underlying representations for the selection of plural alternations seems to be reduced, if not absent, for PD. In their preliminary experimental investigations on PD—using a Wug test (Gleason 1958) and an Acceptability Judgment Task—with sectarian participants from Lancaster County, PA, Fisher et al. (2022) demonstrate that trochees still result from plural formation, primarily through the affixation of the syllabic exponents {e} and {r} to monosyllabic singular stems. Furthermore, {n} is always suffixed to diminutives, which occur as disyllabic singular forms ending in -li and a subset of occurrences of {s} appear in combination with disyllabic roots such as ‘Hammer-s ‘hammer-PL’. However, numerous instances abound, where trochees are not present in plurals. These cases are primarily monosyllabic plurals ending in the {s}, primarily loans from English such as ‘Frog-s ‘frog-PL’, and plurals with no suffix, including umlauting plurals, as in ‘Frein ‘friend-PL’ and ‘Hend ‘hand-PL’. As there does not appear to be a strict requirement for trochaic plurals (for further details, see Fisher et al. (2022)), we take this to mean that prosodic structures do not directly mediate the distribution of plural allomorphy in PD. Rather, we understand the alternations to result from interactions between the feature composition of plural in PD and the underlying structures of the constituents involved (see Section 4).
2.2. Characteristics of PD Plural Exponents

From the overview presented in Table 1, we direct our focus to four different classes of PD noun plurals. These are based not on stem shape, but on suffix—or exponent—selection. Therefore, we view both uumlauting plurals and zero-plurals as belonging to the same morphosyntactic class. The same is the case for all plurals ending in \( r \); all nouns with \( s \) and all nouns with \( e \) plurals likewise each form their own class. Finally, since PD \( n \)-plurals categorically affix to the diminutive suffix -li, we leave these as a topic for further investigation, which will consider representations and interactions beyond plural.\(^3\)

With respect to \( s \)-plurals, Fisher et al. (2022) find that \( s \) is the most common strategy for lexicalizing plurality when speakers are presented with new lexical content, i.e., nonce items in a Wug test (Gleason 1958). We take this pattern to be consistent with \( s \) being a type of ‘default’ plural suffix that we find for new PD items, English loanwords, including monosyllabic ones, and a subset of PD stems that have disyllabic roots, particularly those ending in -er and -i, like Baller-s ‘ball-PL’ and Kissi-s ‘pillow-PL’, respectively. It should be noted that \( s \) has also been proposed as the ‘default’, albeit low-frequency, plural suffix for Standard German in some accounts (see Sonnenstuhl et al. 1999, p. 213; Wiese 1996b, p. 138). We elaborate in Section 4 on the relationship between a potential default status in distribution and the exponent’s underlying syntactic structure in PD.

The plural classes that end in -e and -er, what we respectively adopt as the exponents \( e \) and \( r \), speak to syllabification patterns that illuminate the phonological shapes of both the relevant \( \sqrt{\text{root}} \)s and exponents. For example, the noun Meser ‘knife’ is disyllabic in both the singular and plural (cf. Messr).\(^4\) We see two possibilities for this pattern: (i) \( \sqrt{\text{root}} \) with two vowels that undergoes syncope in the plural, or (ii) \( \sqrt{\text{root}} \) with a consonant-liquid cluster in the coda, where the liquid is syllabified in the singular. We consider liquid syllabification to be the superior process because an underlying representation such as \( \sqrt{\text{Messr}} \) contrasts the phonological form of divocalic \( s \)-plurals like \( \sqrt{\text{Baller}} \) ‘ball’, such that their distinct \( \sqrt{\text{root}} \) shapes map neatly to the different syntactic structures presented in Section 4. Liquid syllabification further indicates that there is a unique exponent \( r \), not \( er \), that does not contain the exponent \( e \) (for an overview of containment issues see Bobaljik 2012; Caha 2017a; DeClerq and Wyngaerd 2017). Therefore, the surface form of an \( r \)-plural like Hemmer ‘shirt-PL’ is derived from the same syllabification mechanisms as the singulars Meser and Hiwvel (see Table 2 for an illustration).

Table 2. Potential syllabification patterns in consonant-liquid coda clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sqrt{\text{root}} )</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*/messer/</td>
<td>messer</td>
<td>messr-e</td>
<td>*Syncope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/hiwvel/</td>
<td>hiwvel</td>
<td>hiwvl-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/messer/</td>
<td>mess.r</td>
<td>messr-e</td>
<td>Liquid syllabification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hiwvel/</td>
<td>hiwvl</td>
<td>hiwvl-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hemm/</td>
<td>hemm</td>
<td>hemm.r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accordingly, we consider the forms presented in Table 3 to comprise the core allomorphic variation for PD. In addition to the three classes we elaborated on above, there are again the \( \emptyset \)-plurals, which variably participate in stem alternations. We aim, then, to model the distributions of these four forms through an architecture that pairs an enriched syntactic structure, based on a OFOH-design, to a single, semantic category, namely PLURAL. In the following section, we motivate the theoretical framework we adopt, with consideration to how it defines structures for both exponent selection processes and for C-I interpretation.
Table 3. Pennsylvania Dutch Plural exponent classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exponent</th>
<th>√root</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{s}</td>
<td>√Baller</td>
<td>Baller</td>
<td>Ballers</td>
<td>ball (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√Frog</td>
<td>Frog</td>
<td>Frogs</td>
<td>frog (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{e}</td>
<td>√Katz</td>
<td>Katz</td>
<td>Katze</td>
<td>cat (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√Hiwwel</td>
<td>Hiwwel</td>
<td>Hiwwle</td>
<td>hill (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{r}</td>
<td>√Hemm</td>
<td>Hemm</td>
<td>Hemmer</td>
<td>shirt (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√Haus</td>
<td>Haus</td>
<td>Heiser</td>
<td>house (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{∅}</td>
<td>√Frein</td>
<td>Frein</td>
<td>Frein</td>
<td>friend (pl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√Hand</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Hend</td>
<td>hand(PL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. OFOH-Architecture

In this section we provide an overview of the core theoretical concepts of our analysis. In the subsequent subsections we outline the emergence and content of features (Section 3.1), their distribution in determining the syntax of NUM(BER) (Section 3.2), and their realization as spans that mediate the insertion of lexical (i.e., morphological) material at the syntax-lexicon interface (Section 3.3).

3.1. Features and Contrast

Feature inventories may differ cross-linguistically due to their primary role in representing language-specific contrasts (Cowper and Hall 2014; Hall 2020). This position contrasts to some degree with cartographic proposals that call for a more rigid organization of features in a ‘universal spine’, or fseq (e.g., Caha 2009; Cinque 1999; Starke 2009; Wiltshire 2014, 2021), even without a particular contrast in a given language system. Grammatical operations in a language are computed using the features that distinguish its relevant oppositions. On our view, which is often referred to as the ‘contrastivist hypothesis’ (Cowper and Hall 2014; Hall 2007), features are not universal or inherent. Instead, they must be postulated based on contrasts, indicated by grammatical operations. Therefore, some type of grammatical activity is the strongest evidence for (an acquirer to postulate) a specific feature (Dresher 2009; Dresher et al. 1994). In our approach, we make use of both C-I-based features, which contribute semantic information, and F-features, which are syntactic features that guide the selection of exponents, but do not contribute semantic information. A C-I-based feature is postulated when a contrast in meaning (and potentially form) is encountered (e.g., locative in vs. directional into). An F-feature, however, is postulated when a contrast in form (but crucially not in meaning) is encountered (e.g., he.NOM sang the aria vs. she made him.ACC sing the aria).

Although this perspective on features was developed in the domain of phonology (Dresher et al. 1994), recent applications of the primacy of grammatical contrast and its relationship to substantive representational content has been extended to (morpho)syntax (esp. Bjorkman and Hall 2020). The fundamental difference between the two domains lies in how their properties are related to concrete forms. Specifically, “the features specified on vocabulary items, unlike the features specified on phonemes, are not properties of the vocabulary items [i.e., exponents] themselves; rather, they are specifications of contexts in which the vocabulary items can be inserted” (Hall 2020, p. 262). There are two subtly distinct, important points to made in connection with this statement.

Firstly, (morpho)syntactic features mediate between exponents and structure. Precisely how this mediating mechanism is modelled has important theoretical consequences. As stated above, our model is based on an OFOH-architecture, where the mediating mechanism is the size and composition of syntactic structure. Specifically, feature trees that are specified on exponents (‘L(exical)-spans’) are matched against feature trees that are generated in syntax (‘S(syntactic)-spans’). As with NS in general, such a mechanism has the
advantage over DM of not requiring post-syntactic readjustment rules. We elaborate on (S-and L-)spans in Section 3.3 below.

The second point is that systematic patterns of exponent insertions provide evidence for distinctions in morphosyntactic contexts. In other words, patterns of insertion ought to diagnose (for the acquirer and for the linguist) the size and content of the spans (i.e., the feature trees). For the acquirer, language-specific morphosyntactic patterns come online once (i) the necessary features are postulated and (ii) those features are generalized to the correct set of grammatical computations governing the relevant morphosyntactic patterns, and (iii) exponents realizing the morphosyntactic patterns have become associated with the features regulating the patterns (see Section 3.2). In our system, (ii) involves the integration of features into S-spans, and (iii) involves the formation of L-spans (i.e., encoding exponents with ‘segments’ of possible S-spans). Again, we elaborate on this in Section 3.3 below.

For bilinguals, we may not only see an expansion or reorientation of relevant oppositions in one language compared to another, but also a more robust set of feature-form mappings and stored feature configurations. Therefore, the allomorphy problem takes on a new shape through potentially asymmetric form-to-feature relationships among exponents. That is, in addition to the possibility that exponents may map to new syntactic configurations, i.e., S-spans, introduced to the grammar via language contact, we may also find homophous exponents with distinct underlying representations, i.e., multifunctional forms. We explore these competing options with [s] based on its occurrence in two potentially distinct morphophonological environments: as the plural exponent of (i) a disyllabic PD root, i.e., ’Ham.mer-s ‘hammer-PL’; ’Blum.mi-s ‘flower-(DIM)-PL’, and (ii) English-origin lexical items, i.e., ’Frog-s ‘frog-PL’; ’Boot-s ‘boot-PL’. However, we argue that [s], both in PD and in English, is a shared exponent associated to a single underlying structure. Before elaborating on the PD plural paradigm, we motivate the feature primitives we adopt for capturing—and constraining—the distribution of plural allomorphy in PD.

3.2. A Brief Overview of the Syntax of NUM

To quote Harbour (2014, p. 191): “the challenge for a theory of number is to articulate a set of semantic feature primitives ([C-I-based] features) that apply compositionally to nominal and pronominal lattices alike to yield only attested numbers (e.g., no quadral), and only within attested number systems (e.g., no dual without singular and plural), while at the same time capturing the natural classes attested by morphological compositionality and related diachronic and synchronic phenomena.” The syntax of grammatical number is a rich empirical domain that encompasses diverse theoretical approaches (see Hofherr and Doetjes 2021). Following initial proposals by Ritter (1992) and Borer (2005), realizational, late-insertion models such as DM have proposed that—at least in most cases—plural allomorphy resides ‘outside’ of the structural domain of derivational morphology (which is usually associated with category type-setting functional heads such as n). The only standing exception to this is in connection with lexical plurals, which we do not discuss in this article. In this subsection, we provide a motivation for the structure of the functional sequence of heads that exist in the licensing of the syntax of (grammatical) NUM. The data in the remainder of this subsection are cited from Wiltschko (2021). We will focus strictly on segmental reflexes of plural marking while acknowledging that other distinctions, such as tone, are cross-linguistically employed to indicate plurality.

The basis of Ritter’s (1992) proposal for a separate functional projection for NUM can be illustrated with possessive constructions in Hebrew. In the construct state (2), the head noun is followed by its possessor, but it cannot be introduced by a determiner.

(2) Hebrew: construct state
   a. beyt ha-mora
      house the-teacher
      ‘the teacher’s house’
   b. *ha-beyt ha-mora
      the-house the-teacher
Intended: ‘the teacher’s house’

A key contrast is observed when we compare Hebrew construct state DPs in (2) with its free state possessive constructions in (3). Two key differences are worth noting: First, when the determiner *ha* is absence, the noun phrase is indefinite. Second, the possessor is obligatorily introduced by *fel*, which assigns genitive case. The contrast between these two sets of examples suggests that a functional projection—NUM exists between the √ root (or n in DM-parlance) and D (see Heycock and Zamparelli (2005) for additional support).

(3) Hebrew: free state
a. bayit *fel ha-mora
   house of the-teacher
   ‘a house of the teacher’s’
b. ha-bayit *fel ha-mora
   the-house of the-teacher
   ‘the teacher’s house’

The observed non-complementarity that exists between number marking and classifiers in languages such as Armenian (see, (4)) has led to the proposal that a singleton projection for NUM is insufficient to account for the syntax of plurality in such languages (Acquaviva 2016; Alexiadou 2011; Dali and Mathieu 2021; Dékány 2021; Mathieu 2012, 2014; Wiltschko 2008). The non-complementarity of number and classifier marker in Armenian can be summarized as follows: nouns can be counted by either a preceding classifier (4a) or by a plural marker (4b), but crucially not by both at the same time (4c).

(4) Armenian
a. yergu had hovanoc uni-m
   two  CL umbrella have-1S
   ‘I have 2 umbrellas.’
b. yergu hovanoc-ner uni-m
   two  umbrella-PL have-1S
   ‘I have 2 umbrellas.’
c. *yergu had hovanoc-ner uni-m
   two  CL umbrella-PL have-1S
   ‘I have 2 umbrellas’ (Borer 2005, p. 39)

The distribution of plural marking also extends beyond the split of number and classifier distinctions. In fact, in some languages, such as Persian, plural distinctions are realized on functional projects as high as D (5).

(5) Persian
a. sæg did-æm
   dog see.PAST-1SG
   ‘I saw dogs’
b. sæg-a-ro did-æm
   dog-PL-OM see.PAST-1SG
   ‘I saw the dogs.’ (Gomeshi 2003, p. 48)

Taken together, empirical evidence from typologically diverse languages make an overwhelmingly strong case for the distribution of plural across a domain of functional projections in syntactic structure, which structurally dominate the √ root (Arad 2003, 2005; Wiltschko 2021).
The tree structure in (6) represents structural positions within a functional sequence where number can be realized. Working from the bottom up, the categorizing $n$-head is generally regarded to be the locus idiosyncratic information for the marking of 'lexical plurals' (Acuaviva 2008; Alexiadou 2011, 2021). The functional heads, Cl, #, and D represent CLASSIFIER, NUM, and DETERMINER respectively. Although different late-insertion models may differ with respect to the exact number and composition of these functional heads, all of them embrace some version of the tree structure represented above in (6). In a OFOH-architecture, these features project as individual heads. As we elaborate on in the remainder of this paper, in our analysis of plural marking in Pennsylvania Dutch, in addition to C-I grounded plural features, such as #, we introduce two abstract (content-free) F-features, see (7). As we explain in our treatment of PD plurals in Section 4, the abstract F-features provide a conceptually appealing way to model the observed allomorphy in this language. Contrasting this structure in (7) with our proposal for English (8; see Section 5) furthermore provides an opportunity to more accurately model instances of plural marking in contact settings.

(7) Syntactic representation for Pennsylvania Dutch plural

(8) Syntactic representation for English plural

3.3. A Spanning Approach to Distributed NUM

Our neo-constructivist model is based on the premise of an impoverished UG and emergent (natural classes of) formal features that mark language-specific contrasts (Biberauer 2019), as discussed in detail in Section 3.1. We assume that the components of grammar are: (a) a pre-syntactic feature inventory, (b) a syntactic component, (c) a lexicon, (d) a semantic component, and (e) a phonological component. The syntactic component organizes formal features, via the operation Merge, into hierarchical structures called
spans. More precisely, we refer to the structures generated by the syntactic component as S(yntactic)-spans in order to distinguish them from spans that are encoded on exponents, to which we refer as L(lexical)-spans. Blix (2021, p. 7) defines a span as in (9).

(9)  **Span:**

An $n$-tuple of heads $< X_n, \ldots, X_1 >$ is a span in a syntactic structure $S$, iff $X_{n-1}P$ is the complement of $X_n$ in $S$.

In prose, this means that a span is an uninterrupted sequence of head-complement relations that does not include specifiers. At fixed points in the derivation, the S-span is shipped to the syntax-lexicon interface, where exponents in the lexicon compete to realize (i.e., be inserted into) the structure. This is called ‘spell out’. In line with Svenonius (2020) and Blix (2021), we make the fundamental assumption that spans (and not terminal nodes) are the locus of insertion. Another fundamental assumption that we make about lexicalization is that each node in the S-span must always be associated with an exponent. This is captured by the Exhaustive Lexicalization Principle:

(10)  **Exhaustive Lexicalization Principle:**

Every syntactic feature must be lexicalized. (Fábregas 2007, p. 167)

As suggested above, the eligibility of an exponent for insertion into a particular S-span is determined by whether the L-span encoded on that exponent is a match for the S-span. All eligible exponents compete for insertion, and the best-matched candidate is inserted. Phenomena like multifunctionality and suppletion indicate that an exponent’s L-span need not match an S-span identically in order for that exponent to ‘win’ the competition for insertion. In our model, like in NS more generally, competition is governed first and foremost by the Superset Principle:

(11)  **Superset Principle:**

In case a syntactic span does not have an identical match in the lexical repertoire, select an exponent which contains a superset of the features present in the syntactic span. (Adapted from Fábregas and Putnam 2020, p. 40)

Based on (11), an exponent which qualifies and competes for insertion must have an L-span that contains at least all of the features in the S-span. In other words, the L-span of a qualifying exponent may contain features not present in the S-span. Such ‘irrelevant’ features will simply be underassociated (ignored) in the context of that derivation. According to the Superset Principle, L-spans which do not contain all of the features in the S-span do not qualify to compete for insertion.

Importantly, however, the Superset Principle alone cannot account for all attested patterns of insertion. In particular, as we illustrate below with the contrast between regular and irregular plurals, suppletion suggests an interplay between the Superset Principle and another insertion strategy, which applies if and only if the Superset Principle cannot obtain (i.e., cases in which no exponent at all has an L-span containing a superset of the S-span). We call this secondary insertion strategy Subsect S-span, and provide the definition in (12).

(12)  **Subsect S-span:**

In case no exponent contains a superset of the features present in the S-span,

a. select the exponent whose L-span contains as many features present in the S-span as possible, then

b. apply (a) until the Exhaustive Lexicalization Principle obtains.

We submit that the principles guiding insertion relate to one another in a heuristic process. This process is given in (13) below.
(13) **Insertion Heuristic:**
When an S-span is spelled out, exponents are inserted according to (a). If (a) cannot obtain, exponents are inserted according to (b). If (b) cannot obtain, then (c) applies:

a. Superset Principle  

b. Subsect S-span  

c. No insertion

According to (13), the Superset Principle is the first, most desirable insertion strategy, whereas failure to make any insertion is the most costly, least desirable scenario. Thus, in cases where the Superset Principle cannot obtain, we suggest that the Insertion Heuristic activates Subsect S-span, which will cause the S-span to be lexicalized by multiple exponents. In all cases, the competitor whose L-span contains the fewest underassociated features is inserted. Figure 1 offers an illustration.

![Figure 1. Spellout: Exponents competing for insertion.](image)

Suppose that (Sa) and (Sb) in Figure 1 are syntactic spans at the syntax-lexicon interface over which the L-spans (La-Ld) compete for insertion. No exponent is a perfect match for either (Sa) or (Sb). In the case of (Sa), both (La) and (Lb) qualify and compete on the basis of the Superset Principle, because they contain all the features comprising (Sa). The L-spans in (Lc) and (Ld) do not qualify since they do not contain all the features comprising (Sa), and the Insertion Heuristic has not been forced to activate Subsect S-span. The winning L-span is (La) since it contains fewer irrelevant features than (Lb) in this scenario, and is therefore the best match to express (Sa). That is, (La) contains the smallest superset of the features in the S-span in (Sa).

In the case of (Sb), there is no single L-span that contains all of its features. Thus, the Superset Principle cannot obtain, and the Insertion Heuristic activates Subsect S-span. Thus, (Lc) and (Ld) in combination spell out the entirety of the S-span in (Sb), via the root associated with (Lc) and the feature configurations of (Ld).

More concretely, take the English regular and irregular plurals *car-s* and *mice*. Let us assume the S-span for English plural nominals (simplified, for the purposes of this illustration) in (S) in Figure 2. The L-spans associated with the exponents *car, mouse, {s},* and *mice* are also provided in Figure 2.
When the √ root in (S) in Figure 2 is √mouse, the exponent mice spells out the entire plural S-span, on the basis of the Superset Principle (see (14) below). In fact, so long as the Insertion Heuristic does not activate Subsect S-span, mice is the only candidate for insertion, given that it alone contains a superset of (S). Exponents like mice are what Baunaz and Lander (2018, p. 34) refer to as ‘idiomatic plurals’. When the √ root in (S) is √car, no exponent has an L-span containing a superset of the nodes. On these grounds, the Insertion Heuristic activates Subsect S-span, on which the exponent car spells out √car, and the plural suffix {s} spells out the feature [#] (see (15) below). We will follow this basic approach to PD nouns with stem plural changes.

In Section 4 we will expand the approach to spelling out plurals which we have outlined here, with particular attention to plural allomorphy in PD. Our proposal is that the syntax creates one S-span for PD plurals, and that this S-span contains the C-I-grounded feature [#], as well as two (content-less) F-features (see (7) above). These F-features, we will argue, play a crucial role in conditioning plural allomorphy in PD. Essentially, the observed patterns of insertion come down to how √roots and plural markers ‘carve up’ the S-span, based on the feature specifications of their L-spans, and whether the Insertion Heuristic has activated the Superset Principle or Subsect S-span.

A key difference between the our model and DM is the locus of underspecification in the grammar, and specifically for our purposes, the implications that follow for bilingual morphosyntactic patterns. In DM, exponents may be underspecified relative to syntactic structures because vocabulary items with the largest subset of features map onto the relevant terminal node (e.g., Embick and Noyer 2001, p. 559). In our model, as for others operationalizing the Superset Principle, syntactic structure may be underspecified relative to vocabulary items since they may contain more features than are built in an S-span (e.g., Baunaz and Lander 2018, p. 32). We view this as an opportunity to model bilingual grammars that share L-span configurations—and even L-span associations with exponents—yet differ in the S-span sizes required to account for language-internal allomorphy. We explore this issue in Section 5 and turn now to our specific proposal for PD plurals.
4. A Distributed Account of Plurality in Pennsylvania Dutch

Based on the patterns discussed in Section 2, we focus our treatment of PD plural allomorphy on the four major classes for exponent selection: {s}, {e}, {r}, and {∅}, of which the latter two may also involve stem alternations. As discussed in Section 3.3, we adopt the position that plurality is not lexicalized as the projection of a single feature, but as a span. In this model, the conceptual category PLURAL consists of one C-I-grounded plural feature (#), i.e., adopting Wilschko’s (2021) ‘counting’ projection, along with the potential for additional contiguous projections of content-free F-features. The number of features is based on structural requirements for specifying the contexts in which individual plural exponents occur (following Hall 2020), a position that is in harmony with nanosyntactic (Caha 2009; Starke 2009) and other OFOH-approaches. To capture the allomorphy presented in Section 2, we propose two additional F-features in the PD S-span. The PLURAL S-span of a given language is identical for every noun in a plural configuration regardless of which exponent is spelled out at the end of the derivation. We show that an S-span consisting of three features (#, F₁, F₂), as in (7), repeated in (16), models the plural allomorphy we find in PD. Based on this approach, any language that demonstrates some degree of allomorphy in number distinctions will have this category distributed across a span of projections and anchored in a single C-I feature for plural. This S-span will likely differ in size between languages, owing to language-specific patterns that the acquirer structures and regulates through formal features. We find differences in S-span sizes to be consistent with the distributions of PD and English plural allomorphs (see Section 5).

(16) S-span representing PD distributed plurality, from (7)

As outlined in Section 3.3, the entire plural S-span in (16) must be lexicalized for a noun to be interpreted as plural (see the Exhaustive Lexicalization Principle provided in (10)). The allomorphic patterns observed in PD plurals are a result of how √roots and plural exponents ‘carve up’ the S-span in (16) in accordance with the Insertion Heuristic presented in (13). As Figures 1 and 2 above already suggest, we assume that √roots, just like other exponents, are encoded with L-spans. It is on the basis of the size and feature content of these L-spans that different √roots pair up with different plural allomorphs (or do not combine with a separate plural exponent at all). Specifically, if the L-span of a given √root does not contain a superset of the PD plural span (in which case the Superset Principle cannot obtain), the Insertion Heuristic will activate Subsect S-span such that the √root in question ‘shares’ the S-span with an allomorph whose L-span most economically ‘completes’ the lexicalization of the distributed plural S-span.

Consider first nouns that occur with no plural exponent, such as ‘zero’ plurals (e.g., Frein, ‘friend(s)’) and those with only umlaut (e.g., Hand-Hend, ‘hand-hand-pl.’). As Figure 3 shows, we propose that such plurals are √roots with L-spans that lexicalize all of the features in the plural S-span.

When the √root in (S) in Figure 3 is √Frein, the exponent Frein is inserted on the basis of the Superset Principle. Should an S-span denoting a singular nominal (i.e., one that does not contain the features (#, F₁, F₂), which we will refer to as ‘bare’ for the sake of convenience) be spelled out, the exponent Frein still constitutes a match on the Superset Principle and, since there is no better-matched exponent in the lexicon, Frein is also inserted into singular contexts.
Figure 3. Spellout of PD ‘zero’ and umlaut plurals.

When the √root in (S) in Figure 3 is √Hand, the exponent Hend is inserted on the basis of the Superset Principle (see (17a) below). Should an S-span denoting a singular nominal (again, one that does not contain the features {#, F₁, F₂}) be spelled out, the exponent Hend still constitutes a match on the Superset Principle. However, this time there indeed exists an exponent whose L-span is a better match, namely Hand. Thus, in the context of a singular nominal S-span, Hand ‘wins’ the competition for insertion over Hend (see (17b)). So the difference between zero plurals and umlaut plurals lies in whether or not a distinct L-span for the singular is stored alongside that for the plural. For Frein ‘friend(PL)’, no separate L-span exists.

(17) a.  

Now consider {s}, which appears to behave as a ‘default’ plural exponent (see Section 2). We take this ‘default’ nature of [s], both for new PD items and for English loanword plurals, to be consistent with a true plural exponent in the sense that it contains in its L-span all of the features required for plural semantics. The √roots, for example Baller (‘ball’), that [s] pairs with lack additional feature specification; they are ‘bare’ roots. This information is captured in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Spellout of PD [s] plurals.
Notice that, when the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ in (S) in Figure 4 is $\sqrt{\text{Baller}}$, no exponent has an L-span containing a superset of the features in the S-span. In other words, the Superset Principle cannot obtain. Therefore, the Insertion Heuristic will activate Subsect S-span, on which exponents are allowed to lexicalize separate ‘chunks’ of the S-span. Accordingly, the exponent Baller realizes the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$, and the exponent $[s]$ the features $[#_1, F_1, F_2]$ (see (18a)). $\sqrt{\text{roots}}$ which take the $[s]$ plural exponent also occur with no stem alternations between singular and plural, which suggests that the same exponent must be mapped to both singular and plural S-spans. This pans out in accordance with the Superset Principle, where exponents of ‘bare’ $\sqrt{\text{roots}}$ such as Baller are an identical match for the S-span denoting singular nominals (see (18b)). We furthermore view the shared nature of $[s]$ as a viable exponent for inherited and loaned lexical items to support their bare $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ structure (we elaborate on this point in Section 5).

(18) a. 

\[ F_2 \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
  [s] \\
  F_1
\end{array}
\]

\[
# \sqrt{\text{Baller}} \quad \text{Baller}
\]

b.

\[ \sqrt{\text{Baller}} \quad \text{Baller} \]

In contrast to $[s]$, we suggest that the L-span of the $\{e\}$ allomorph is composed only of $F_1$ and $F_2$, and that roots which pair with this allomorph, such as Katz-e (‘cat-pl’), have L-spans which include $[#]$. This is captured in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-span</th>
<th>L-span (exponents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S)</td>
<td>Katz $\leftrightarrow$ $\sqrt{\text{Katz}}$ $\quad -$-e $\leftrightarrow$ $F_2$ $F_1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** Spellout of PD $\{e\}$ plurals.

When the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ in (S) in Figure 5 is $\sqrt{\text{Katz}}$, the first thing to note is again that no exponent has an L-span containing a superset of (S). This again means that the Superset Principle cannot obtain and the Insertion Heuristic activates Subsect S-span. Subsequently, when the exponent Katz maps to the S-span it lexicalizes the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ and the $[#]$ feature, but leaves $F_1$ and $F_2$ unlexicalized. The exponent $[e]$, then, spells out the remaining part of the plural span since it’s L-span is an exact match for $F_1$ and $F_2$ (see (19a)).

Because these are ‘regular’ plurals in the sense that the roots do not alternate in phonological shape to express the plural/singular distinction, we may assume that the same exponent which realizes the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ in a plural S-span also realizes the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ in the S-span of a singular nominal expression. This is achieved on the Superset Principle, underassociating the C-I feature $[#]$ in the L-span of the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ (see (19b)).
The e-plurals and s-plurals both have competing singular and plural $\sqrt{\text{root}}$-exponents (recall Figure 4 and example (18a) above, and contrast with the umlaut plurals in Figure 3 and (17a), which do have independent plural $\sqrt{\text{root}}$-exponents). The distinction between $\sqrt{\text{root}}$-exponents which pair with the \{e\} allomorph and those of PD origin which pair with the \{s\} allomorph is signalled to acquirers on the basis of the divocalic structure of the latter. This contrast guides the acquisition (and activation) of $\sqrt{\text{root}}$-exponents that pair with the \{s\} allomorph as having L-spans that are bare $\sqrt{\text{roots}}$, rather than being predetermined with any syllabic or prosodic content mapped to them. This approach also avoids labeling or indexing $\sqrt{\text{roots}}$ according to language membership and maintaining this distinction also as an emergent property of the bilingual mental lexicon (Johns and Putnam 2019).

Turning to the last class of nouns, the r-plurals, we find that some, but not all, $\sqrt{\text{root}}$-roots alternate stems between singular and plural, such as Haus-Heiser (‘house-house.
PL’). Due to the presence of \{r\} in the plural, we assume that this exponent lexicalizes part of the PD plural S-span, but that the plural candidate Heis is associated to a larger L-span than its singular counterpart Haus. We therefore propose that the $\sqrt{\text{root}}$ L-spans for alternating nouns that receive \{r\} in the plural consist of \{#\} and \{F$_1$\}, as in Figure 6, but crucially not \{F$_2$\}, which is then lexicalized by \{r\} on Subsect S-span under the Insertion Heuristic (see (20a) below), and contrast with the singular nominal expression in (21a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-span</th>
<th>L-span (exponents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_2)</td>
<td>Haus $\leftrightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F_1)</td>
<td>Heis $\leftrightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Hemm $\leftrightarrow$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sqrt{\text{roots}})</td>
<td>$-r$ $\leftrightarrow$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Spellout of PD \{r\} plurals.

Figure 6 also shows that, for non-alternating r-plurals like Hemm-Hemmer (‘shirt-shirt.
PL’), only one exponent is available. This exponent will map to plural contexts on Subsect S-span (see (21b)), and to singular contexts on the Superset Principle (see (20b)).
Table 4 schematizes and summarizes the varying distributions of plural features across exponents that we find in the four major classes of plural nouns that we examined in this section. Where relevant, distinct singular-plural alternations are provided; in instances where there is no independent candidate, cells are shaded in.

Table 4. Summary of L-spans associated with PD √root and plural exponents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular L-Span</th>
<th>Plural L-Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>√root</td>
<td>√root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiwwel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haus</td>
<td>Heis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Hend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sum, we have captured the broad patterns of PD plural allomorphy by appealing to an OFOH-design and a detailed theory of lexicalization according to which spans are the locus of lexical insertion. We have argued that the S-span underlying all plural expression in PD is invariable and comprised of one C-I-grounded feature [#], and two contentless F-features, {F₁, F₂}. The observed allomorphic patterns fall out as a result of how different classes of √roots and plural exponents ‘carve up’ the plural S-span in a quest to lexicalize each and every feature in the S-span (Exhaustive Lexicalization). We demonstrated that an Insertion Heuristic searches first for exponents that map onto S-span in accordance with the Superset Principle. When the Superset Principle cannot obtain, insertion proceeds according the Subsect S-span. In the following section, we operationalize an additional advantage of this architecture, namely its potential for modeling morphosyntactic representations and patterns in an integrated bilingual grammar.

5. Distributed Plurality in a Bilingual Lexicon

The analysis outlined above leads to an interesting and novel view of an integrated bilingual grammar. With respect to shared resources for word formation, L-spans can be interpreted as stored components of a shared lexicon. The construction of new, and
sometimes borrowed items are generated through building the required S-spans for the desired semantic interpretation and morphosyntactic alternations. Importantly, this process may be differentiated, depending on language mode (Grosjean 2008), and we propose that the generation of S-spans to capture language-specific patterns is subject to such differentiation. Speaking directly to the combined English-PD lexicon, PD exhibits more plural allomorphy than English. Provided these bilinguals demonstrate knowledge of the requisite plural forms/classes, the S-spans that lexicalize PLURAL will be larger in PD than in English.

Expanding on the English plural allomorphy briefly discussed in Section 3.3, we propose that the distributed S-span for English is as in (22). We base this claim on the three English plural allomorphs: {en}, {Ø}, and {s} (e.g., Embick 2015, p. 172),12 with the distributions of L-spans for English √roots and exponents presented in Table 5. Note that although English does not contain F₂ in its S-span, the {s} exponent will for PD-English bilinguals. This is represented by leaving the additional feature space unshaded in the table.

(22) English distributed plural S-span, from (8)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
F_1 \\
\#
\end{array}
\]

Table 5. Stored features in √root and exponent L-spans for English plurals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular L-Span</th>
<th>Plural L-Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>√root</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td>en</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ox</td>
<td>en</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our model captures two important aspects regarding an integrated English-PD grammar. The first is that due to its smaller S-span, English only requires the lexicalization of the [# F₁] span, meaning that {en} can remain distinct from the PD forms through the specification of F₁—i.e., there are no PD exponents with an L-span composed only of F₁—while mapping to English √roots that contain # in their L-spans. Secondly, like PD, English s-plurals are stored as ‘bare’ √roots. Our proposal that both PD and English s-plurals lexicalize √roots with the smallest L-spans, along with the fact that English √roots occur with the s-exponent in PD—and not with another plural morpheme—when borrowed, further supports [s] being a shared exponent. Although the English S-span does not project a second abstract feature (F₂) like PD, the Superset Principle renders [s] the best match for simple English √roots, although it contains a feature not present in the English S-span.

Based on these representations and principles, we can explain why the s-exponent which appears on the overwhelming majority of English-based loan words in PD is lexicalized as [s]. Importantly, additional knowledge of English will not technically add features to the PD plural S-spans. The regular and predictable lexicalization of PLURAL with [s] in English furthermore guides the association of these borrowings, as bare √roots, with the class of PD s-plurals as they become fully incorporated into the PD vocabulary. There is no evidence that English √roots will contain the requisite F-feature(s), and as a result, e-plurals should have larger √root-spans than PD s-plurals. In our current proposal English √roots with en-plurals and Ø-plurals have the same stored structures as PD e-plurals and r-plurals, respectively. So long as speakers generate the smaller English S-spans while speaking
English, the competing PD exponents will not be viable for insertion. However, this model makes the testable prediction that language mixing in plural marking, i.e., PD suffixes on English √roots, will occur through the generation of the PD S-span in English mode and be constrained to [e] for English en-plurals and [r] for English r-plurals. This same prediction hold for instances of borrowing these rather limited English noun classes into PD.

This returns us to the discussion of the general tendency not to borrow inflectional morphology in language contact scenarios (Matras 2009, 2014; van Coetsem 1988; Winford 2005). What our analysis seems to suggest is that the size of the √root—with its accompanying L-span—and the distributed nature of PLURAL offers a working explanation to the limited environments that borrowed inflectional morphology takes place in (intense) contact situations. With respect to PD-English bilinguals, if English has smaller plural S-spans than the recipient language (in this scenario, Pennsylvania Dutch), the exponent associated with the largest L-span in said recipient language will lexicalize as PLURAL due to the distributed nature of the lexicon, provided there are no better matches, mediated by the Superset Principle, in the integrated lexicon.

A final piece of evidence in support of the analysis we put forward here involves the ‘borrowing’ of English-origin √roots into the PD lexicon. When such √roots are borrowed, their allomorphic variation—represented by their F-features in the L-spans—accompany them. What this state of affairs suggests is that these units are stored in the mental lexicon as L-spans (since they don’t inherit any sort of strange leftover F-features). This also adduces support for the Superset Principle by showing that L-spans are the maximum size for PD, too. Having proficiency in both PD and English, some English L-spans for these individuals would have to be different from monolinguals even if their performance is largely indistinguishable from the latter. Our appeal to the different size of (stored) L-spans in the bilingual lexicon impacts how we envisage ‘borrowed’ elements of inflectional morphology (here, plurality) take place. In toto, the analysis set forth here makes the case for the important role that mental representations play in determining the borrowability of (inflectional) morphology in language contact situations by placing limits on the range and domain of potential borrowings reduced in large part to conditions of representational economy (Lohndal and Putnam 2021; Scontras et al. 2018).

6. Conclusions

In the pages above, we sketched out an analysis of plural allomorphy in Pennsylvania Dutch within a late-insertion, realizational model of morphology that adopts a strict OFOH-architecture. Adopting the position recently advanced by Biberauer (2019) and others, our model employs architecture that is both generative and emergent. Our treatment of plurality as being ‘distributed’ across features that are C-I-grounded and features that are abstract (i.e., ‘pure’ F-features) delivers an analysis of the morphological plural allomorphy in PD that is both descriptively adequate and conceptually appealing (thus addressing RQ2). Anchoring syntactic information concerning plurality to particular √root-types and the features that appear in their spans provides a straightforward association between plural allomorphy and particular ‘classes’ of nouns. A key advantage to this approach in our view is that this system renders many of the additional operations commonly found in DM as superfluous.

Although this analysis of capturing the key morphological alternations in PD plurality shows promise, additional challenges remain—both of a primarily empirical as well as a conceptual nature. Empirically speaking, a detailed analysis must also consider more directly how phonological representations interact with syntactic structures i.e., what is the broader generalization that divocalic √roots in our discussion are s-plurals, whereas the remaining monovocalic √roots belong to one of the other three classes? A second, more conceptually-based challenge returns us to RQ1 posed in the introduction. In spite of the general dispreference of borrowing inflected morphology in language contact, Gardani (2008) observes a difference between what he calls inherent inflection (i.e., plurality) vs. contextual inflection (i.e., agreement). In his assessment, the latter is much less frequent.
and ‘more difficult’ to borrow than the former. Our proposal that restrictions on the borrowing of inflectional morphology owe to S-span sizes that may be differentiated based on language mode, but mapped with L-span configurations that are shared in an integrated lexicon, shows real promise. Furthermore, our analysis delivers a testable hypothesis that can be applied to other dyads (and triads) of bi/multilingual speakers. In conclusion, the conceptualization of spans guided by the Superset Principle seems well-equipped to address the noted tendency in language contact situations to preserve ‘morphosyntactic subsystem integrity’ (Seifart 2012).
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**Abbreviations**

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-I</td>
<td>Conceptual-Intentional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Distributed Morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Nanosyntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Span</td>
<td>Lexical-span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Logical Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFOH</td>
<td>One Feature One Head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Pennsylvania Dutch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>Phonological Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Standard German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Span</td>
<td>Syntactic-span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>Exo-skeletal Syntax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**

1. This is also our understanding of stem vowel alternations such as umlaut patterns. Other treatments, specifically for German, e.g., Wiese (1996a) and more recently Trommer (2021), adopt a phonological analysis via floating features. It is in principle possible in our model to associate features to syntactic structures. For the current discussion, we view alternations of this type as involving distinct candidates (see De Belder (2020) for an allied approach to Dutch plural allomorphy). Yet, for both perspectives the presence vs. absence of umlaut is suppletive in nature.

2. See Louden (2016) for an extensive historical overview of the language and many of its main grammatical features.
Of course, with this statement we arrive at an interesting open question as to whether or not all S-spans here are similar. Crucially, although Subset S-span does involve an exponent spelling out the largest possible subset of the features in an S-span, there are two reasons why it does not straightforwardly equate to the Subset Principle of DM. Firstly, insertion according to Subset S-span, works on the basis of overspecified exponents (i.e., L-spans on competing exponents may contain features not present in the S-span), whereas insertion according to the Subset Principle involves underspecified exponents (i.e., competing exponents cannot contain features that are not present in the syntactic structure). Secondly, Subset S-span is driven by the Exhaustive Lexicalization Principle (on which every syntactic feature must be lexicalized), whereas the Subset Principle does not require every syntactic feature to be lexicalized.

The English [s] plural is in fact /z/, which is unspecified for laryngeal features, rather than ‘voiced’ (Iverson and Salmons 1995). Because PD lacks a contrast between /s/ and /z/ (there is no specification required) and because PD speakers tend to pronounce English /z/ as [s] (Louden and Page 2005), we are confident in viewing English /z/ and PD [s] as referring to the same phonological category.

Of course, with this statement we arrive at an interesting open question as to whether or not all S-spans here are similar in structure and content. Can the conceptualization of ‘language mode’ mediate where the exact cut-off point would be for lexicalization, or is this an instance of highly variable behavior which is subject to individual ‘proficiency’?
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